
T H R O N E  V

R I G H T F U L  H E I R S .
To us, long distances hide few secrets as well as the power struggles within our 

catalogue. Take your side: Victrix Throne with magazine or Crown single-shot. 

Same reliability, same concept of precision.



Destination use
ELR TAC Shooting 

Caliber / Twist rate
.375 CT (1/8) 
.408 CT (1/10) 

Barrel length
38” 
 
Weight
14,5 kg (31.97 lb) with an empty magazine, muzzle brake, barrel 
length 38” and no scope

Dimension
Closed overall length: 1405 mm (53.31”)
Open overall length: 1667 mm (65.63”)
With muzzle brake and barrel length 38”

Base rifle
Lapped rifled barrel in AISI 416R
High strength monobloc chassis in light alloy
Buttstock with a horizontal and vertical adjustment, and an insula-
ted cheek piece
Rear slider inclined at 3 degrees, vertically adjustable by a gold 
finished ring
Single feed and single stack 7-round polymer magazine
High strength EVO folding system in light alloy
Ergonomic and interchangeable grip with palm shelf
45 MoA action rail in special steel
Anschutz-type bottom rail for mounting a bipod
Victrix ProAngle detachable muzzle brake featuring 3 forward 
canted chambers
Action in AISI 420 worked out from billet through milling and 
turning with finish on grinding machinery. Bolt with 3 symmetric 
lugs: first lug at the bottom of the cylinder in vertical position (at 6 
o’clock), two side lugs arranged at an angle of 120-degree
PVD finish on the action and on the bolt
Victrix Sporting Plus trigger with two positions top safety and a 
gold finish on the trigger lever: standard setting approx. 500 gr 
(17.64 oz)
Muzzle thread protector
Heavy-duty reinforced transport case
User manual and welcome kit

Stock colour
CERAKOTE ceramic polymer firearm coating available in:
Medium Dark Grey with Silver Metallic

Optional 
Anschutz-type to picatinny accessory rail with quick detach attach-
ments

In case of discrepancy between the data contained in the technical specification
and what is visible from the photos, the information reported in the data sheet 
published on the official website shall prevail.

Medium dark-grey with silver metallic
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